
Internal Pay-for-Performance Models
In today's competitive landscape, aligning your marketing team's incentives with company performance is

crucial. Pay-for-performance models ensure that a significant portion of your team's compensation is

variable, based on achieving specific marketing goals. Best practices suggest that more than half of total

earnings should come from variable pay, effectively tying compensation to the success of marketing

strategies. This approach motivates teams to excel and directly contribute to company profits. Here are

several models to consider, each with an example focused on achieving $1M in sales, along with their pros

and cons.

1. ROI Achievement Model
● Description: Compensation is directly tied to the achievement of projected marketing ROI, with

variable pay making up a significant portion of total earnings.
● Example: Meeting the $1M sales target results in earning 100% of the variable compensation.
● Pro: Strongly aligns team efforts with company profitability goals.
● Con: May encourage short-term strategies over building long-term value.

2. Revenue Milestone Model
● Description: Specific revenue milestones trigger incremental increases in compensation.
● Example: Milestones set at $750K, $1M, and $1.25M in sales adjust variable pay accordingly.
● Pro: Encourages teams to surpass initial goals, fostering continuous improvement.
● Con: Initial high milestones may seem unattainable, potentially demotivating team members.

3. Profit Sharing Model
● Description: Team members receive a share of profits attributable to marketing efforts.
● Example: An increase in profits from $1M to $1.5M results in a percentage being distributed as

variable compensation.
● Pro: Enhances team ownership of and alignment with the company's financial success.
● Con: External factors affecting profitability may unfairly impact perceived team performance.

4. Tiered Commission Model
● Description: Offers commissions at different tiers based on sales achieved.
● Example: Achieving sales of $800K, $1M, and $1.2M results in escalating commission percentages.
● Pro: Directly drives sales-focused activities and rewards high achievers.
● Con: Can neglect the importance of other marketing functions like brand development or customer

engagement.
5. Bonus Pool Model

● Description: A collective bonus pool is distributed based on individual or team contributions
towards meeting sales targets.



● Example: A $100K bonus pool is shared among the team for reaching the $1M sales goal.
● Pro: Promotes teamwork and collective pursuit of a common objective.
● Con: Measuring individual contributions to collective success can be challenging.

6. Objective and Key Results (OKR) Model
● Description: Compensation is linked to achieving specific, measurable objectives that drive the

marketing strategy.
● Example: Objectives like increasing web traffic by 20% and converting 30% of leads support the

overarching goal of $1M in sales.
● Pro: Encourages a balanced approach to marketing, addressing various strategic areas.
● Con: The complexity of setting, tracking, and adjusting OKRs may require significant management

effort.
Implementation Tips:

● Clarity and transparency in performance metrics and compensation calculations are essential for
team buy-in.

● Ensure that the chosen model aligns with both immediate business objectives and long-term
strategic goals.

● Stay flexible, adapting the model as necessary to keep pace with changes in the market and within
the team.

Selecting an appropriate pay-for-performance model is a strategic decision that can significantly impact
your marketing team's motivation and, by extension, your company's bottom line. More than half of your
team's earnings coming from variable pay not only incentivizes exceptional performance but also closely
aligns team efforts with your company's success. By evaluating each model's pros and cons, you can choose
the best approach to drive your team toward achieving and exceeding $1M in sales.
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